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Good Sourcing: Sourcing Tools, Hacks and Tips





Part I: Tools for Finding Candidates

Part II: Tools for Candidates to Find You



Part I Tools for Finding Candidates
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• Engineers
• Architects
• Scientists 
• C Suite
• (STEM)



I’ve reached out to 
everyone on 
LinkedIn!!! 

There are no more 
candidates.







3,405,686
2,751,176

654,510 more 
candidates!!!





6,120,000
2,751,176

3,368,824 more 
candidates!!!

































https://api.github.com/users/xxxxxxx/events/public

https://api.github.com/users/xxxxxxx/events/public






Instead of “Java Engineer” 

("software engineer" OR "developer" OR "software 
developer" OR "web developer" OR "coder" OR 

"programmer" OR "java developer" OR "java engineer" OR 
"consultant") ("j2e" OR "j2ee" OR "jee" OR "j2me" OR "j2se" 

OR "javaee" OR "javabeans" OR "Javanese" OR "multi 
paradigm" OR "GNU Compiler") NOT Java



LinkedIn Updates



LinkedIn Network 
“Jogging Session”





• “Non spamy” subject line
• Personalized opening sentences
• Make it all about them
• DO NOT include the job description
• A coupe sentences about the job and company
• CLEAR AND SIMPLE call to action

• The goal is to get a candidate on the phone, not sell on the first email!











Part II Tools for Candidates Finding You





ü Innovative Business Owner
ü A Thought Leader in Recruiting 
ü A Leading Technology Recruiter and Sourcer
ü Trustworthy and Passionate

-so start acting like one!!!



1. Know basic SEO 

2. Identify the primary "product" (service, resource, special ability, etc.) you have to 
offer others.

3. Write a paragraph emphasizing your specialty and your key talents, weaving in your 
most important values, passions and skills. Focus on keywords.

4. Add a tag line to your brand.

5. Consistently create and/or post relevant content.







https://www.linkedin.com/public-profile/settings

https://www.linkedin.com/public-profile/settings






FOCUS ON 
KEYWORDS!!!























üGive (reality-based) testimonials and recommendations to others.

üShare your expertise and write helpful articles.

üBe a curator of great ideas and share others’ expertise.

üMake introductions for other people to help them get or give help.

üLike and share things that your target audience will care about and post.

üForm alliances by sharing share someone’s most helpful piece of information with your 
network.

üAnswer questions, give feedback and share an article specific to someone’s unique challenges.

üCultivate a LinkedIn group for people with a specific interest or facing a specific challenge.



Simple steps to greatly increase the visibility of 
your job postings







ü Don’t have an obscure job title or ”insider speak”
ü Include a picture, video is even better
ü Keep it simple and relatable
ü Include links to other pages: company info, career site, social media
ü Have your hiring manager share the job post and speak about the 

position

ü Have your colleagues



”Manager Centric Talent Sourcing Model”

ü Manager plays a major role
ü “Let me show you”
ü Recruiter plays a supporting role
ü Limited ”screening calls”
ü There is still an interview process, but the 

sourcing methods vary per candidate needs

”Recruiter Centric Talent Sourcing Model”

ü The Recruiter is at the front of the process
ü “Take my word for it”
ü Manager plays secondary role
ü Screening calls
ü Rigid process



Credit: Gregory 
Lewis, LinkedIn 
post 2018






